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 Main Interstellar Radiation Field Components

• Galactic synchrotron radiation from relativistic electrons

• The CMB

• Starlight (UV photons from stellar photospheres)

• Mid- and far-IR emission from dust grains heated by starlight

• Emission from plasma at T>10,000 K: free-free, free-bound, bound-bound, X rays
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 Components of the interstellar continuum radiation 

Picture credit: B. Draine’s book (fig. 12.1)
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 Synchrotron Radiation

relativistic electrons moving in magnetic field

synchrotron radiations dominates sky 
brightness at  < 1 GHz  (i.e.  > 30 cm)

Haslam et al. (1982)

(uν)synchr ∝ νβ

408 MHz map
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 Magnetic Fields in M51

4 A. Fletcher et al.

Figure 2. (a) �3 cm and (b) �6 cm (right) polarized radio emission at 1500 resolution from VLA and Effelsberg observations, overlaid on the same optical
image as in Fig. 1. Polarized intensity contours in both maps are at 3, 9, 15, 21 times the noise level of 8µJy/beam at �3 cm and 10µJy/beam at �6 cm.
Also shown are the B-vectors of polarized emission: the position angle of the polarized electric field rotated by 90�, not corrected for Faraday rotation, with
the length proportional to the polarized intensity PI and only plotted where P > 3�PI .

3 THE M51 MAPS

3.1 The spiral arms of M51 as seen in radio emission

Figure 1 shows the total radio continuum emission and the B-
vectors of polarized emission (the observed plane of linear polar-
ization rotated by 90�) at �3 cm and �6 cm, overlaid on a Hub-
ble Space Telescope optical image. At the assumed distance of
7.6 Mpc, the 1500 resolution corresponds to 560 pc and 590 pc
along the major and minor axes, respectively. The distribution of
polarized emission at ��3, 6 cm is shown in Fig. 2 at 1500 resolu-
tion. The extensive �20 cm total emission disc is shown in Fig. 3
also at 1500 resolution.

The total emission at �3 cm and �6 cm in Fig. 1 shows a close
correspondence with the optical spiral arms whereas the �20 cm
total emission (Fig. 3) and �3 cm and �6 cm polarized emission
(Fig. 2) are spread more evenly across the galactic disc. Compact,
bright peaks of total emission coincide with complexes of H II re-
gions in the spiral arms, as expected if thermal bremsstrahlung is a
significant component of the radio signal at these peaks. The flatter
spectral index (↵ . 0.6 where I / ⌫

�↵, Fig. 7) and the absence of
the corresponding peaks in polarized radio emission (Fig. 2) sug-
gest that a significant proportion of the centimeter wavelength ra-
dio emission in these peaks is thermal. The extended �20 cm total
emission and �3 cm and �6 cm polarized emission accurately trace
the synchrotron component of the radio continuum.

Ridges of enhanced polarized emission are prominent in the
inner galaxy; some are located on the optical spiral arms but others
are located in-between the arms. A detailed analysis of the location

and pitch angles of the spiral arms traced by different observations
and a comparison of the pitch angles with the orientation of the
regular magnetic field is given by Patrikeev et al. (2006). They find
systematic shifts between the spiral ridges seen in polarized and to-
tal radio emission, integrated CO line emission and infrared emis-
sion, which are consistent with the following sequence in a den-
sity wave picture: firstly, shock compresses gas and magnetic fields
(traced by polarized radio emission), then molecules are formed
(traced by CO) and finally thermal emission is generated (traced by
infrared). Patrikeev et al. (2006) also show that while the pitch an-
gle of the regular magnetic field is fairly close to that of the gaseous
spiral arms at the location of the arms, the magnetic field pitch an-
gle changes from the above by around ±15� in interarm regions.

3.2 The connection between polarized radio emission and
gaseous spiral arms

In Fig. 4, the �6 cm polarized emission and the orientation of the
regular magnetic field in the central 8 kpc of M51 are overlaid onto
an image of the spiral arms as traced by the CO(1–0) integrated line
emission. Part of the polarized emission appears to be concentrated
in elongated arm-like structures that sometimes coincide with the
gas spiral.

The correspondence between polarized and CO arms is good
along most of the northern arm in Fig. 4 (called Arm 1 in the rest
of the paper) and in the inner part of the southern arm (called
Arm 2). Arm 1 continues towards the south where the polarized

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Fletcher et al. (2011)
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 The CMB

Picture credit: http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/cobe/dmr_image.cfm
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http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/cobe/dmr_image.cfm
http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/cobe/dmr_image.cfm


 The CMB spectrum

Picture credit: http://asd.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/arcade/cmb_spectrum.html
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http://asd.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/arcade/cmb_spectrum.html
http://asd.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/arcade/cmb_spectrum.html


 Starlight

Picture credit: NASA/ESA; Paresci, O’Connell; http://hubblesite.org/gallery/

30 Doradus (LMC)
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http://hubblesite.org/gallery/
http://hubblesite.org/gallery/


 Mid-/Far-IR Light - Dust Emission

Picture credit: NASA/JPL; N. Flagey; http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/figures

HST

Spitzer
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 Dust Emission in Andromeda
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 Dust Emission in M82

Picture credit: NASA/JPL;  C. Engelbracht et al.
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 Comparison of galaxy spectral energy distribution
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 Bremsstrahlung (free-free emission) in Plasma
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 Radiation in a PDR near a hot star 

Picture credit: B. Draine’s book (fig. 12.3)
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 Diffuse X-ray background 

Picture credit: NASA GSFC

red: 0.25 keV; green: 0.75 keV; blue: 1.5 keV  (all soft X-rays)

ROSAT all-sky X-ray map

SN remnant/
stellar wind 
bubble

diffuse 
extragalactic 
component
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 Gamma & Cosmic Rays

Credit: Bluemer et al. (2009)

Gamma rays are emitted by 
accelerated cosmic rays 
and high-energy collisions 
of electrons with ions

Range: ~ 50MeV - 3 GeV

Cosmic-ray spectrum (> 10 GeV)
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